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21日（火） 22日（水） 23日（木） 24日（金）
9:30-10:30 (9:00-10:00) Kontsevich 高木 Lee Kaledin 
10:45-11必（10:15-11:15) 寺柚 Dolgachev Zhang 並河
13:30-14:30 (11:30-12:30) 渡遺 川ノ上 岩成
14:45-15:45 Hwang 自由討論 品橋
16:00-17:00 松下 自由討論 戸田
（）内は22日， 24日の時間です.21日17:15からポスター紹介があります．
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Kinosaki Algebraic Geometry Symposium 
October 21-24, 2008 
Kinosaki Conference Hall 
Organizers: 
Keiji Oguiso (Keio), oguiso⑬hc.cc.keio.ac.jp 
Toshiaki Maeno (Kyoto），鼠倒的⑬kuee.kyotかむ.ac伊
Masahiko Yoshinaga (Kobe), myoshina@math.kobe-u.ac.jp 
For lectures: For your lecture, you may use three white boards, OHP projec・刷
tor, projector from your own or our PC. If you have a sped札lrequest, please 
let us know. 
Program 
・Oct.20 
ARRIVAL (No Lecture) 
•Oct. 21 
9:30-10:30 Maxim Ko川間vich(IHES) 
Generalized Tian-'Ibdorov theorems 
10:45-11必 TomohideTerasoma (Tokyo) 
Thomaぜsformula and binary tree 
13:30-14:30 Kenta Wat畑山e(Osaka) 
A counterexample to a conjecture of complete fan 
14:45 15:45 Junみfok誌糊ng（五IAS)
Base manifolds for fibrations of projective irreducible 
symplectic manifolds 
16:00-17:00 Daisuke Matsushita (Hokkaido) 
On deform拡ionof Lagrangi船長br滋ions
17: 15 Introduction for Poster S朗自ion
－守・
•Oct. 22 
9:00-10:00 Hiromichi Takagi (Tokyo) 
Scorza quartics of trigonal spin curves and their varieties 
of power sums 
10:15-11:15 Igor Dolgachev (Michigan) 
Finite subgroups of the plane Cremona group over perfect fields 
11:30-12:30 Hiraku Kawanoue (RIMS) 
Toward resolution of singularities for arbitrary characteristics 
Free Afternoon 
18:30 Rβception 
• Oct. 23 
9:30-10:30 Yo時namL田（SogangU.) 
Construction of surfaces of general type with p9 = 0 
via Q-Gorenstein smoothings 
10:45 11:45 De-Qi Zhang (U. Singapore) 
Polarized endomorphisms on normal projective varieties 
13:30 14:30 Isamu lwanari (Kyoto) 
Stable points on stacks 
14:45 15:45 Atsushi Takah加 hi(Osaka) 
Homological Mirror Symmetry for Singularities 
16:00-17:00 Yukinobu Toda (IPMU) 
•Oct. 24 
Pandharipande-Thomas theory and wall-crossings 
in derived categories 
9:00-10:00 Dmitry Kaledin (Stekolov) 
Cyclotomic complexes and Dieudonne modules 
10:15 11:15 Yoshi 
Induced nilpotent orbits and birational geometr y 
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Kinosaki Algebraic Geometry Symposium, 
October 21 24, Kinosaki 
Contributed posters. 
Y叫iSekiya (Graduate School of Mathematic日NagoyaUniversity) 
Ab必anG締結lbertsc知mesvia Grぬnerbas総
Shingo TAKI (Gradu抗日 Schoolof Mathematic日NagoyaUniversity) 
Non-symplectic automorphisms of prime order on K3 surfac桂昌
Kyo法oKimura (Nagoya U泌versity)
On the arithmetical r臨時 ofsquar日freemonomial ideals concerned with the comple初 bipartitegraph K2,n 
Ma Shouhei (Tokyo) 
Twist必 Fourier-Mukainumber of a K3 surface 
Ken taro N時ao(Kyoto, RlMS) 
Counting invariants of perverse coherent she即日sandwall叩 ossings
Hisanori Ohashi, Kyoto University （おちまS)
Enriques surfaces covered by Jacobian Kummer surfaces 
Kazuki Utsumi (Hiroshima University) 
On the structur君。fcerもainK3 surf必：es
Kotaro Kawatani (Osaka University) 
On finite group actions on an irreducible symplectic 4-fold 
Kimiko Y絞殺ada(Kyoto University) 
Flips and variation of moduli of sheaves 
Satoru FUKASAWA (W蹴 daUniversity/ JSPS) 
The reflexivity of a Segr台productof projective vari苦心筋（Jointwork with Hajim君 Kaji)
Kiwamu WATANABE (Waseda University) 
Actions of linear algebraic group自ofexceptional type on projective vari机ies
Katsuhisa FURUKAWA (W：後怒daU詮iv君・rsity)
Rational Curves on Hypersurfaces 
Takuzo Okada (RIMS, Kyoto University) 
On the birational unboundedness of higher dimensional Qぷanovarieties. 
Ryo Ohkawa (Tokyo Institute of Technology) 
Moduli of Bridgeland semistable objects on the projective plane 
Shinobu FUJII, (Hiroshima Univ母rsity)
Homogeneous isoparam巴trichypersurfaces with four distinct principal curvatures叩 dmoment maps 
日irokoYanaba (Tokyo Denki Unive凶ty)
On Mixed Plurig号ner乱ofAlg邑braicPlan君Curves
Mid闘 lWemyss (Nagoya University, JSPS) 
The GL(2) McKay Cor附 ponde肘桔
Justin Sawon (Colorado Stat君 University)
A classification of Lagr仙 gianfibratio田 byJacobians 
Hiroyuki Minamoto (KyotかU.)
Generalized Koszul duality and its application (joint work with A. Takahashi ) 
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ポスターセッション
